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RéSUMÉ. De nombreuses recherches ont mis en évidence le fait que les épicuriens n’étaient pas complètement hostiles à la poésie en général mais qu’ils refusaient probablement les compositions ou procédures poétiques qui ne conduisent pas à la fin naturelle du plaisir « catastématique », c’est-à-dire le bonheur. Dans cet article, nous nous demanderons donc si les épicuriens ont inventé une poésie cathar-tique de type positif ou s’ils ont simplement rejeté toutes les formes de catharsis poétique en les décrivant comme des expériences négatives. Nous constaterons dans ce travail de recherche, divisé en trois parties, que la première hypothèse est plus probable que la seconde. Dans un premier temps, nous démontrerons que les épicuriens ont effectivement reconnu l’existence d’une catharsis positive, transmise par la raison et l’enseignement de la philosophie, ayant la capacité de faire disparaître les émotions négatives qui entravent l’accès au bonheur (l’amour, la peur du divin, le désir excessif, etc.). L’idée développée, dans un second temps, établit qu’Épicure et ses disciples pourraient s’être opposés à la catharsis tragique décrite dans la Poétique d’Aristote, parce qu’elle implique de passer par des passions négatives telles que la pitié et la terreur. Cette expérience esthétique entrerait alors en contradiction avec l’idéal épicurien du plaisir comme absence de trouble et d’inquiétude psychique. Enfin, dans un troisième temps, nous exposerons l’idée selon laquelle les épicuriens pourraient avoir accepté une seule forme de catharsis poétique : celle facilitant le processus de purification effectué par la raison et l’enseignement de la philosophie. Un exemple possible de cette pratique est le poème De rerum natura de Lucrèce dans lequel la poésie n’est pas considérée comme cathartique en soi, mais si et seulement si elle assiste la philosophie épicurienne dans sa conquête du bonheur.

Summary. Recent scholarship has stressed the fact that the Epicureans were not hostile to poetry in general. It is more probable that these philosophers rejected only those poetic compositions, processes and devices that do not lead to the goal of ‘katastematic’ pleasure, i.e. to happiness. In the light of this premise, the paper investigates whether the
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Epicureans recognized a positive cathartic poetry, or whether they simply rejected all forms of poetic catharsis as harmful experiences. It is argued that the former hypothesis is more probable. In order to prove this point, the paper is divided into three parts. Part 1 shows that the Epicureans recognized the existence of a positive catharsis, namely that conveyed by reason and teaching, which are capable of dispelling from the mind those damaging emotions (love, fear of the divine, excessive desire, etc.) that hinder the achievement of happiness, or ‘katastematic’ pleasure. Part 2 shows that Epicurus and his pupils would surely have rejected the catharsis of tragedy described in Aristotle’s Poetics, because this experience conflicts with many key doctrines of Epicureanism and is not pleasurable in the proper Epicurean sense. Part 3 proposes that the only possible kind of poetic catharsis that the Epicureans could have admitted is the one that aids reason and teaching in exercising their cleansing effects. A possible example of this practice consists in Lucretius’ poem De rerum natura, where poetry is not considered cathartic per se, but only when it assists Epicurean philosophy in its quest for happiness.
Introduction

It is often argued that the Epicureans were fierce enemies of poetry and were critical of its usefulness. This opinion appears only partially true. The Epicureans were surely critical of all aesthetic experiences that give *puerillis delectatio* and lack what Torquatus called *solida utilitas*: knowledge of what leads human beings to happiness. If poetry – together with all the other traditional disciplines of Greek *παιδεία* – is cultivated as a proper means for pleasure, however, it is acceptable even to Epicureans. It is attested, after all, that Epicurus, Metrodorus, Philodemus and Lucretius agreed to use poetic diction, to tell tales or even write poems. This evidence supports the more cautious hypothesis that the Epicureans were still interested in reinterpreting poetry as an instrument for the achievement of the good of pleasure.

Having established this general point, I would like to investigate a very specific problem. What would the Epicureans have made of the conception of poetic *catharsis*? Would they have interpreted it just as a form of poetry which totally lacks *solida utilitas*, or as one that may be refined as a philosophical means for pleasure? I will try to give an answer through a study of surviving Epicurean texts and by drawing a comparison with famous ancient treatises that describe the utility of tragic *catharsis*: Aristotle’s *Poetics* and book VIII of the *Politics*. As we will see, there are reasons to suppose that the

---

Epicureans attacked one or both of these Peripatetic works. Therefore, this criticism may hint at what an Epicurean cathartic poetry must not be.

My case must begin with a simple question. If *catharsis* is in the most trivial sense a sort of “purification”, then we need to establish whether the Epicureans struggled for a form of “purity” and, if so, we need to define it. This point is fulfilled in § 1, while the possible Epicurean criticism of Aristotle’s poetic treatises and the highly speculative hypothesis of the existence of an Epicurean poetic *catharsis* are investigated in § 2 and § 3 of the essay.

1. Epicurean purity

Terms such as καθαρός, κάθαρσις, καθαριότης and καθαίρω are rare in Epicurean fragments or writings. In most cases, they carry no philosophical meaning, but rather indicate the solution, clarification or explanation of a specific issue. In Hermarchus (fr. 34, ed. Longo Auricchio 1988 = Porphyrius *Abst.* 9.3–4), κάθαρσις refers to the punishment that the first lawgivers meted out to those who committed homicide, in order to prevent similar acts from occurring in the future. In a fragment of Epicurus’ book XXV of *On Nature*, the author acknowledges the existence of some beings that are only partially responsible for their behavior (e.g. wild animals) and which are “purified”, in the sense that they are absolved or excused for their actions, since they cannot change them even through admonitions, corrections and the method of the carrot-and-stick.

There are, however, other instances of these terms which might be relevant to our topic, insofar as they possibly express a form of *catharsis* that leads to pleasure and happiness. We find three clear examples in Epicurus.

The first is a fragment of his lost letter to his pupil Apelles. The latter is praised here by Epicurus for having cultivated philosophy while remaining pure (καθαρός) from every education or παιδεία. A parallel claim is Philodemus’ affirmation in the *De pietate*. The Epicurean claims here that those who philosophize «in a pure manner» (καθαρ[ως] φιλοσοφεῖ[ν]) correctly perceive the nature of the gods: for they do not distort their theological views through the false tales of the poets. This form of purity is probably also the condition which allows the Epicureans to harbor “pure” conceptions of the


5. The source is Athenaeus XIII 588a (= Fr.[43]). This declaration does not imply a rejection of the entire traditional education, but only its adaptation as a means to pleasure. See Bignone 1973 pp. 95–120, Nussbaum 1994, p. 120-124, Asmis 2009. The idea that *catharsis* is involved here was already recognized by Beer 2009, p. 421 n. 71.
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divine. Only the pure could perceive the pure. Philodemus’ *De pietate* not only states this point in coll. 9.236-243 and 26.751-27.765, but also explains in col. 45.1292-1305 what such purity entails. Here we find an opposition between the wise men who have pure theological ideas and those who do not respect the preconception (πρόληψις) about the gods. In short, possessing a preconception of the gods means possessing the clear notion that a deity is blessed and immortal, as well as never affirming anything which disagrees with these properties (e.g. by attributing a providential action to the divine). Given this, it may be the case that what Philodemus has in mind here is a kind of “cognitive” purity. Individuals are pure when they hold true opinions on the divine nature, and impure when they hold false ones, in other words when they develop false beliefs that destroy the majesty of the gods (Epicurus *Ep.Her. 77*).

Since poetry which distorts the right knowledge of the divine was one of the key features of Greek education, Philodemus’ *De pietate* actually explains what kind of παιδεία was rejected by Epicurus in his letter to Apelles. What is not accepted is poetic writings or tales that generate false ideas of the divine. In this sense, being ignorant of, or «pure from», this education is paradoxically a form of knowledge and wisdom.

Let us now move on the second text by Epicurus which seems to allude to a form of *catharsis*. This is *Sent.Vat. 63*:

"Ἔστι καὶ ἐν λεπτότητι καθαριότης, ἢς ὁ ἀνεπιλόγιστος παραπλήσιον τι πάσχει τῷ ἅ' ἄοριστῶν ἐκπίπτοντι.

There is also a purity in frugality and the man who has not reasoned it through is in like case with him who errs through excess (trans. Bailey 1926, p. 117, modified).

Epicurus here condemns excessive frugality, which produces effects similar to those which occur ἅ' ἄοριστῶν. This last expression is not explained by the sentence, but its meaning is clarified by other fragments. *Sent.Vat. 59* explicitly states that ἄοριστα indicates the boundless desire for something (in this case, food) which is caused by a wrong opinion (the same concept occurs in *Sent. XV*): e.g. the opinion that feasting and eating incessantly is a good thing (cf. the criticism of this belief in Epicurus *Ep.Men. 132*). And such behavior is a cause of turmoil in and of itself. After all, other fragments report that ignoring the limits set by nature is a stressful experience, and by contrast that the respecting of these same πέρατα leads to happiness. Having established this, it appears clear that, when Epicurus says that exces-

---

7. For some proof and textual evidence, see Essler 2011, p. 148-187; Tsouna 2016.
sive frugality produces effects similar to those that occur δι’ ἀφοριστίαν, he is claiming something of this sort. Limiting our desires too much (for example, by trying to suppress even natural/necessary ones, whose fulfillment is necessary for happiness, health and the preservation of life: cf. Epicurus Ep.Men. 128) is as disturbing as cultivating them ad infinitum. Therefore, we should avoid suppressing all our tendencies and practicing extreme asceticism.

Sent.Vat. 63 makes two points of interest for our investigation. One is that Epicurus alludes to a καθαριότης associated with frugality. Since this “purity” is opposed to the behavior that produces the same harmful effects as those occurring δι’ ἀφοριστίαν, by this term he probably means the ideal state we have already identified: the state of moderate cultivation of our desires. Being pure with respect to frugality might indicate, in other words, the disposition to avoid excessive renunciations and limitations. What is more, Epicurus’ Sent.Vat. 63 begins with the words ἔστι καὶ (“there is also”), which may indicate that, together with the καθαριότης ἐν λεπτότητι, there exists also a purity in profligacy. Just as a person is “pure” when he/she avoids suppressing all his/her ambitions, so a person is pure when he/she manages not to follow every single one of them. Catharsis or purification, then, is a matter of equilibrium with respect to our intimate desires.

The second interesting point is that, once again, the purity or καθαριότης of frugality has a cognitive basis. Sent.Vat. 63 explicitly affirms that a person falls into this state when he/she is unable to evaluate the inevitable disadvantages of this behavior through reason (cf. ἀνεπιλόγιστος). It is controversial whether ἐπιλογισμός is a form of demonstration, or something different. I agree with Tsouna that it indicates a kind of survey, assessment or appraisal of the phenomena that allow us to make further inferences. If this scholar is right, Sent.Vat. 63 implies that catharsis is achieved through a rational evaluation of what would be the right behavior. Epicurus infers here that the latter consists in a middle path between excess and deficiency in relation to the fulfillment of desires, based on awareness of the harm that comes from both extremes. If an individual is too prone to asceticism, he or she must be invited to exercise his or her ἐπιλογισμός better, in order to understand that excessive renunciation will eventually prove harmful.

The third and final fragment that is useful for our investigation is once again preserved in Philodemus’ De pietate. The latter text quotes a piece from a letter of Epicurus to Polyaenus, where he declares his intention to lead a pure life with his slave Matro. Even here the philosopher is not explicit

9. It might be useful to recall Philodemus, Rh.7 col. 37.7-8, p. 34 (ed. Sudhaus 1964, vol. II), where one is invited to purify one’s desires (ἐπιθυμίας δὴ ἐκκαθάρισθαι δέον).
about the meaning of this “purity”. I suppose that Epicurus is alluding to the cleansing of the passions which could hinder a good interpersonal relationship. This hypothesis is supported by Lucretius\textsuperscript{12} and Philodemus\textsuperscript{13}. Both authors report that Epicurus’ teachings free the mind from harmful emotions (like folly, desire\textsuperscript{14}, love\textsuperscript{15}, greed, fear, pride, and envy) that prevent us from living well in association with others, while calling this cleansing a «purification» and the Epicurean teacher a «purifier». The reward for this process of purification consists in the achievement of pure pleasure. Proof of this is that the removal of such passions offers precisely this kind of ἠδονή. Lucretius reports that human beings who engage in sexual intercourse (that is, without feelings of love) experience pleasures that appear purer if compared to those felt by men and women who are love-sick (4.1073-1083). And Diogenes of Oenoanda claims the same thing by comparing the purer pleasurable lives of those immune from envy\textsuperscript{16}.

It is not immediately clear how we should interpret the epithet “pure” in relation to pleasure. I suppose that it might be a reference to the katastematic pleasure of ἀταραξία, since this is the necessary outcome of the removal of the psychic turmoil caused by passions (Epicurus, Fr.[7] = Diogenes Laertius, X 136). To consider just a single example, let us return to Lucretius’ case of the love-sick person in 4.1073-1083. The pleasure that the latter experiences during sex is less pure because it is mixed with the pain and madness caused by the irrational desire to merge with the body of his or her partner. By contrast, the man or woman who does not feel love is immune from this, and from any kind of anxiety/fear (4.1192-1208). Hence, during sexual intercourse, he or she only feels voluptas. If we also agree with those interpreters who claim that kinetic pleasures follow and “vary” the katastematic pleasure\textsuperscript{17}, we could add that the pure pleasure of ἀταραξία is the basis for other psychic benefits. For example, a man and a woman who often have sexual intercourse without love

\textsuperscript{12} Cf. 5.18-21, 5.43-54, 6.24-34; Beer 2009, p. 438, 479-482.
\textsuperscript{14} Incidentally, note that the evidence of the purification of cuppedinis acres (Lucretius, 5.43-46) confirms the interpretation that catharsis involves the checking of unlimited desires.
\textsuperscript{15} It is not strange to include love among the evil passions, since Epicureans regard it as a foolish and excessive craving for sex. See Brown 1987, p. 60-91 and 217-218, Nussbaum 1994, p. 140-191, Konstan 2007, p. 93-103.
\textsuperscript{17} Cf. ποικίλλεται in Sent. XVIII; Diano 1974, p. 173-181, 267-275; Liebersohn 2015.
might develop affection for one another (4.1278-1287). In other words, they might establish a sort of friendly relationship that is added upon the pleasure of having a body without pain and a soul without irrational fears.

A final implication might be inferred from this third text on catharsis. Since pure katastematic pleasure represents a key feature of happiness, we could posit a connection between purification and well-being. Not only that, but since the process of cleansing passes through the rational means of teaching, we derive another element in support of the idea that the Epicureans regarded purification as a cognitive (i.e. not just passionate) experience.

We can now draw two conclusions. The positive one is that an Epicurean catharsis does indeed exist and constitutes an «intellectual clarification».

In the light of the previous analysis, it is plain that its objects are a wide range of emotions, which are either held in check (if they are excessive) or awakened (if they are deficient) by rational means, such as knowledge of the gods, rational evaluation of the phenomena, and teaching. The negative conclusion is that these same texts never link Epicurean catharsis with poetry or theatre. In truth, Epicurus’ letter to Apelles and Philodemus’ passages in the De pietate actually hint at a rejection of purification through theatrical or tragic performances which tell false stories about the gods. Since Epicureans think that human beings are cleansed by knowing the truth about the divine, these performances are not useful cathartic media.

Yet this negative conclusion does not imply the rejection of all poetical performances. It is still possible that those which do not express dangerous falsehoods about the divine might be cathartic. Nor does the negative conclusion imply that performances which tell false things about the gods will not result in purification for the whole public. The Epicureans knew that many of the things that were said/represented during the public rites in honor of the gods were not true, yet they took part in these rites all the same. Indeed, they participated by rejecting all the superstitious aspects and by concentrating during prayer on those contents which instead appeared pious or worthy of reflection. So could it not be the case that they also watched performances which told false things about the gods, without paying attention to such impious beliefs but appreciating the potentially cathartic aspects of plays? Suppose, for example, that a theatrical piece presents philosophical teachings that help to limit desire, like Seneca’s Thyestes (393-403 = fr. 551 Us.), thereby ensuring the kind of “cognitive” purification that is described in Sent.Vat.63. Would Epicureans accept this performance or not?

It is impossible to give a definite answer to these questions. Moreover, even if we accept that the Epicureans would have recognized a cathartic side to those performances that state the false about the divine, this would just

18. The point was already recognized by Golden 1992, p. 22.
repeat the Epicurean idea that it is philosophy that leads to *catharsis*. It is the mind that reasons on the play and not the play *per se* that cleanses the souls of the audience. However, a solution might be gained from a comparison with the conception of tragic *catharsis* developed by Aristotle.

2. Epicurus against Aristotle: toward non-cathartic performances

Studying Aristotelian *catharsis* is a really difficult task. The main problem is that those treatises of Aristotle’s that mention this process of purification do not explicitly state what it consists in, nor how it should be reached.

Let us then examine the evidence. The most important piece is Aristotle’s *Poetics*. It suggests that *catharsis* involves the emotions of fear and pity (and possibly also of passions similar to these20), through a specific mimetic act. Tragedy imitates human beings who are similar (yet in part superior) to us and fall from prosperity into misfortune (ἐξ εὐτυχίας εἰς δυστυχίαν), for an error committed involuntarily, namely innocently and without evil intentions. Indeed, it is this kind of plot that produces responses of pity and fear. Other plots – such as that of the reasonable or ἐπιεικής individual who falls into misfortune, or that of the evil man who achieves prosperity / δυστυχία – may elicit intense responses, but not those which we call “tragic”. Pity comes at the sight of people who are innocent and suffer undeserved disgrace, fear when we realize that what happened to these characters could be our own fate, given the similarity between them and us21. The experience of all this *catharsis* is a pain mixed with pleasure. Pity and fear are themselves painful, but if we feel them during tragic performances we somehow derive the “proper pleasure” of tragedy22. Finally, it should be added that tragic *catharsis* seems to be in principle an experience which could be had both with and without music / actors. Aristotle clearly says, after all, that the latter elements of tragedy are surely important means of purification and stand out for their efficacy on stage, but that the tragic plot alone is what determines


catharsis, independently of its representations\textsuperscript{23}.

The picture that emerges from what we read in the *Poetics* mostly agrees with book VIII of Aristotle’s *Politics*\textsuperscript{24}. This text presents *catharsis* as a process which reduces pity, fear and also many other passions, and that also gives pleasure by mimetic means. It attributes a cathartic power to melodies, because they imitate moral characters (e.g. the angry one, the pitiful one, etc.), so the listeners can experience with them the corresponding emotion in a controllable (and hence purifying) way\textsuperscript{25}. It is true that *Politics* VIII recognizes that music is a direct and essential means for *catharsis*, and thereby diverges from a key point that we have found in the *Poetics*: that music is only a part of the performance and one that, like the actors, is useful but not really necessary for *catharsis*. But I think the contradiction is only an apparent one, if we recall that *Politics* VIII is mainly focused on the use of melodies for the education of young, imperfect and uneducated people, which is to say human beings who do not yet have access to theatrical performances\textsuperscript{26}. By keeping this in mind, we could suppose that Aristotle is not describing the music that is employed in theatre, as is proved by the fact that he only incidentally mentions it in passage 1342a15-18. Contradiction is avoided, therefore, because the *Politics* consider music an independent source of *catharsis* for the young who are forbidden to attend the theatre, while the *Poetics* is describing a performance for adults.

These are the points which are not (too) controversial. There are instead two problems of some importance that still lack scholarly consensus. The first is: what is the subject of Aristotelian *catharsis*? Although the majority of scholars suppose that it should be identified with the audience, some interpreters suggest that it can also be identified with the actors, or even with the characters of the play\textsuperscript{27}. The second much more debated problem is how the connection between tragic/musical mimesis and *catharsis* must be interpreted. Among the many interpretations suggested, I might mention:

\textsuperscript{23} I follow the interpretation that Marino 1999, p. 22-29, and Guastini 2010, p. 189-190, 267-268 and 364-367, give to passages 1450b15-20, 1453b1-11, 1462a5-b15.

\textsuperscript{24} *Pol.* VIII, 1339b40-1340b136; 1341b32-1342a18. Janko 2011 thinks that these passages are frs. 53-54 of Aristotle’s lost treatise *On Poets*. Other possible fragments might be the passages of Iamblichus, *Myst.* I 11 and Proclus, *In Remp.* vol. I, p. 42 and 49-50 Kroll (= frs. 55-56). Mind, however, that Aristotle and the two Neoplatonic philosophers never say that they are presenting the contents of the treatise *On Poets*.

\textsuperscript{25} This belief will be shared by other Peripatetics, for example Theophrastus (frs. 716 and 726a-c FHS&G), as well as Aristoxenus (frs. 6, 26, 122-123, ed. Wehrli 1967) and Chamaleon (frs. 7-8, ed. Matelli 2012).


\textsuperscript{27} Cf. respectively Watson 1988 and Else 1986, p. 158-162.
1. the therapeutic one – humans are ill, because fear and pity are present in excess or defect in souls, so tragedy must purge them;
2. the hedonistic one – tragedy gives aesthetic pleasure which one seeks for its own sake;
3. the cognitive one – purification is a sort of induction of the universals, or re-interpretation of reality and of ourselves, hence an epistemological tool;
4. the ethical one – cleansing pity and fear leads to virtue.

Other scholars, however, reject these hypotheses. Some argue that the passage itself on catharsis is an interpolation, therefore that it must be suppressed or corrected. Others affirm, instead, that the text may just be a reference to the proper conclusion of a tragic plot.

It is of course impossible to reassess here the whole topic, even less to solve a question which has yet to receive a definite assessment after centuries of debate between philosophers, philologists and the like. Fortunately, since my focus on Aristotle is intended to be a means to better understand Epicurus’ possible conception of catharsis, I can skip all these problems of detail and just focus on the Epicurean interpretation of the theory.

If PHerc. 1581 is a surviving extract of book V of Philodemus’ On Poems and a conscious attack on the Peripatetic cathartic theory, we have evidence that Epicureans may have challenged the idea that the subject of catharsis consists in the audience and expressed the ethical interpretation. The opening fragments (1 and 2) of the text attribute to catharsis the power to purify human beings by eliminating those character flaws that remain even in

the souls of the best individuals and by leading the latter to a virtuous state. The later fragments (frr. 3-6) may instead be further presenting the Peripatetic view, while rebutting it. Unfortunately, the text is really fragmentary and, therefore, many details remain obscure. It seems, however, that Philodemus’ discussion attacks the conception of tragic error\(^{35}\), the *catharsis* of pity (fr. 4; cf. especially col. 2.4-6: [ἐ]λέους κάθαρσις τραγική) and of fear (fr. 5), and the benefits of the arts in general (fr. 6). At the very least, we have hints of the fact that, for an Epicurean, there was something wrong with the Peripatetic treatment of all these points. What was specifically wrong is a detail that *PHerc.* 1581 omits.

Is there a way of filling these gaps? I believe that the answer is affirmative, because certain Epicurean texts suggest what kind of criticism Philodemus could have directed against Aristotle. In the following pages, I will suppose that this criticism concerned at least four points: 1) the Peripatetic tragic plot is not cathartic; 2) it is false to state that all human beings require poetic *catharsis*; 3) music and actors do not aid the cleansing process; 4) it is pointless to try and reduce fear and pity to a mean.

2.1. «The Peripatetic tragic plot is not cathartic.»

We have seen that according to Aristotle the tragic emotions arise with a specific kind of plot: the story of the superior individual who falls from prosperity into misfortune (ἐξ εὐτυχίας εἰς δυστυχίαν) because of an involuntary error. We have also seen that this outcome elicits pity, because the character in question suffers an evil without being at fault, and fear, because we suddenly discover that what happened to him or her could actually befall us as well. What did Epicureans make of this dramatic structure?

A direct answer is prevented by the lack of evidence. Epicurus and Metrodorus\(^{36}\) would have invited others to avoid engaging in literary theory, since this activity does not reward one with pleasure. Only Philodemus seems to have faced the problem of the structure of plots in his treatise *On Poems*, for example in the passages of book IV that object that Aristotle’s indications about perfect plots are questionable, or in the section of book V, where he notices that the kind of plot full of ideas, twists, and misadventures is capable of producing responses of pity\(^{37}\). Even here, however, the Epicurean only

---

35. Frr. 3-3bis. It is not clear whether the “tragic error” attacked here is to be interpreted as the error of the characters of the play, as the error of the poets who devised the plots (Rispoli 2012 p. 267), or as both (Janko 2011 p. 515, 521-522).


evaluates the poetic theory of his adversaries. Philodemus’ own ideas of how plots should be constructed are unknown to us.

But there is one thing that allows us to suppose that the Epicureans were critical of Aristotle’s tragic plot. It is the idea that this change of fortune is something that one should actually pity and fear. To prove my case, it is necessary to briefly recall the contrasting conceptions of the relationship between happiness and τύχη in Aristotle and in the Epicureans.

The former distinguishes between “happiness” (εὐδαιμονία), which consists in the ability to practice virtue even in difficult circumstances, and “blessedness” (μακαριότης), which is instead identified with perfect well-being: the possession of both ἀρετή and some external goods granted by fortune. This point allows us to infer that, when Aristotle speaks of the passage εξ εὐτυχίας εἰς δυστυχίαν, he might be referring to either of two scenarios. He might be alluding to a passage from blessedness to happiness, if the change of fortune is only partially harmful, gradual and allows the practice of virtue, or to unhappiness, if the reversals of fortune are so sudden, numerous and radical as to preclude any virtuous conduct. I believe that, at least in relation to tragedy, what Aristotle is describing is the latter scenario. Tragic characters are like the Priam of book I of the Nicomachean Ethics (1100a5-9, 1101a6-21), who loses all his wealth, offspring and power in a brief period of time and cannot hope to recover from his disgrace. In this sense, the pity and fear which we feel when we contemplate the misfortunes of those who are similar yet superior to us are true or rationally grounded emotional responses. In turn, these could constitute the proper means to achieve a beneficial catharsis.

Things change drastically when we consider the Epicureans. These philosophers staunchly believed that blessedness is not based or influenced by fortune, for the latter is something that can be controlled or at the very least endured by wise human beings. For example, §§ 134-135 of Epicurus’ Epistle to Menoeceus state that fortune is not the cause of good and evil, but only of the principles of good and evil. I interpret this affirmation as the assertion that bad reversals of luck – even those that are sudden and radical – are not an evil per se and that good reversals of luck are not beneficial per se, but that the former are harmful when the individual is not trained to overcome its difficulties and the latter ones are beneficial when a person is capable of exploiting the situation for his own gain. On the other hand, the text


39. On the immunity of wise human beings from fortune, cf. also Diogenes Laertius, X 120a; Epicurus, Sent. XVI, fr. 489 Us. (= Porphyrius, Marc. 30); Philodemus, Div. I, col.
reports that it is better to suffer an unfortunate fate while being wise, than to enjoy a fortunate one while being a fool. The wise man is able to endure these difficult situations and to wait with confidence for another reversal of fortune. Alternatively, if this hope proves impossible owing to sudden and radical twists of fate, he could take refuge in the remembrance of past goods and even commit rational suicide. Foolishness will instead eventually lead to doom and makes one incapable of enduring changes for the worse.

So an Epicurean would find it difficult to follow Aristotle’s plot and to regard it as rationally cathartic. If the tragic individual is really similar yet superior to us, i.e. if he or she is more virtuous and wise, his or her change of fortune must not appear pitiable and fearful. He or she would have to be represented as blessed even in extreme situations.

2.2. «It is false to state that all human beings require poetic catharsis.»

We have seen that Aristotle thinks that all human beings require catharsis, for everyone (including the best souls) has traces of vice which must be purified and transformed into virtue. The point is clearly explicated in book VIII of the Politics (1342a11-16) and Philodemus recognized this aspect correctly in fr. 2 of PHerc. 1581:

[κακία γὰρ καὶ ἐν ταῖς ἄρισταις ψυχαῖς ἔνεστιν, ἀ[φρο]σύνη μὲν ἐν ταῖς [σο] φωτάταις, ἀκολο[ञ]ὰς δὲ ἐν ταῖς σοφρο[ν]ίταις ὀμοίως δὲ καὶ [φιλο]βοι μὲν ἐν ταῖς ἀντ[ρέαταις], φθόνοι δ’ ἐν [ταῖς μ]εγαλονήψους: θε[ι].offsetWidth.x=0 y=0 linewidth=0 height=0 width=0 direction=0 wrap=1 stroke=0 fill=0 text alignment=0 strokecolor=0 fillcolor=0][τι]ο[η]κάτας ἡ[δον]ὰς καὶ [τ]οι[ν]ο[ι]ς ὑπν[ους ἐτὶ] δ’ ἐν [μ]έθαις κ[αὶ νό]σιοις καὶ [τής ὀργῆς] πάθε[σιν, ὡτὶ...](For) there is (vice even) in (the best) souls, folly in the wisest, lack of self-control in the most prudent. Likewise there are fears in brave souls, and jealousies in magnanimous ones. One can observe regarding such pleasures and dreams, and again in drunken states, illnesses, and outbursts of anger, (that) (breaks off)... (trans. Janko 2011 p. 447.)

Would the Epicureans have agreed with such a perspective? Apparently, the answer is positive. Epicurus thinks that human beings are weak by nature, meaning that they are naturally prone to emotions like pain, fear, and solitude (Epicurus, Ep.Her. 77; Sent. 1). Some of these passions cannot be avoided even by wise human beings, who are susceptible to at least four

40. I provide some arguments and texts in § 2.4.
41. More generally, Epicurus invites us not to fear fortune and its constant changes. Cf. Ep.Men. 131 and the fragment quoted in Philodemus, Div. 1, col. 36.9-14. Mind, however, that the plot described in this Epicurean criticism is exactly identical with Aristotle’s plot of the ἐπιεικῆς (wise) individual who falls from prosperity into misfortune, and which is not regarded as tragic and therefore, cathartic (1454b34-36). But cf. here Stinton 1975, p. 226.
of the items listed at the end of fr. 2 of PHerc. 1581: the fear provoked by nightmares, illness, anger, and drunkenness. In this sense, it seems that an Epicurean would agree that all human beings require some kind of catharsis.

However, if we were to ask ourselves whether Epicurus and his followers also thought that the catharsis described by Aristotle is what is really needed to cleanse humans from vicious passions, we would have to answer: no. We have already collected the evidence in § 1 that shows that evaluation and teaching already purify minds from love, the excess or deficiency of desire, folly, fear, envy, and so on, i.e. from almost all the evil passions reported in fr. 2 of PHerc. 1581. Now it is time to add that these rational procedures almost completely remove vicious and harmful traces from the whole human being. Lucretius explicitly states that ratio is so powerful that it removes all the vestigia of vice that prevent us from leading a life worthy of gods (3.315-322). As regards the emotions that even the Epicurean wise humans feel, it is sufficient to note, on the one hand, that their rational abilities are so developed that they will never be disturbed by their nightmares (their sleep is, after all, as calm as their waking life) and will moderate excessive anger by transforming it into a means to pleasure. On the other hand, those who have wisdom will endure illnesses (Epicurus, Fr.[52] = Diogenes Laertius, X 22) and will never experience drunkenness, but just become moderately tipsy; hence, they are not prone to the immoral behavior that normal human beings display while ill and drunk. The wise human beings have become so reasonable that they are immune from those negative emotions, even if they still experience them. Therefore, they do not require the poetic catharsis described by Aristotle.

What I have argued is sufficient to prove that Epicurus and his followers may have attacked Aristotle’s belief that all human beings require poetic catharsis in order to become virtuous. Wise individuals are the great exception that shows that this poetry is useless at least for some people. Partial proof of this is Colotes’ criticism of Plato’s myth of Er (ap. Proclus, In R. vol. II, p. 106.9-14 Kroll), as well as Diogenes of Oenoanda’s criticism of the tales of the underworld and of gods who punish evil men as an instrumentum regni. Both Epicureans show that wise human beings cannot be induced to behave better (e.g. to be just and to despise death) by these poetic devices, and hence that the latter are not a means to improve their character.

45. I am quoting coll. 3.1-7.13 of the “theological-physical” fragment now edited by Hammerstaedt-Smith 2014, p. 263-265. On its content see at least Pace 2005.
But are those who possess wisdom the only ones for whom poetic *catharsis* proves useless? I believe that an Epicurean would have added also utterly foolish people to the list. The already quoted texts by Colotes and Diogenes of Oenoanda report that, just as the poetic devices of Plato’s myth of Er and the tales about the underworld and punishing gods are useless for the wise, so these devices have no effect on fools, albeit for different reasons. While the former individuals do not need poetry to behave better, the latter’s behavior cannot be changed simply by means of it. The educational value of Plato’s myth of Er is not understood by fools, while the tales of the *instrumentum regni* will at best prevent them from committing acts of injustice for a short time, but in the long run will lose all power over them.

There remains a third possibility. Poetic *catharsis* may be useful for those who are neither wise nor foolish. Common sense (and maybe Aristotle) would actually accept this perspective, because it seems plain that there are few wise men and fools. The problem with this hypothesis is that evidence shows that for the Epicureans there are no individuals who are neither wise nor foolish. Torquatus (*ap.* Cicero, *Fin.* I 17.57-19.62), Velleius (*ap.* Cicero, *ND* I 9.23) and Lucretius (*e.g.* 2.1-61, 3.31-93, 6.1-41) sharply divide humanity into wise and fools, while recognizing that the latter represent the majority\(^{46}\). The Epicureans, in this respect, go against common sense. If you are not one of the few exceptional wise men, then you are just one of the countless unhappy fools who have not been enlightened by Epicurus’ teaching.

2.3. “Music and actors do not aid the cleansing process”

The hypothesis that Aristotle’s tragic plot is not conducive toward *catharsis* represents a harsh criticism. But the Epicureans also have good reasons to attack his idea that music and actors – though not necessary – can aid the cleansing of pity, of fear and of other disturbing emotions. Our evidence shows that this perspective was in all likelihood rejected by the Epicureans for psychological reasons.

\(^{46}\) It could be objected that Seneca alludes to the existence of persons who are neither wise nor fools, when he refers to Epicurus’ belief that those who do not reach the truth of Epicureanism (= wisdom) by themselves are individuals either like Metrodorus, who spontaneously followed the path to wisdom paved by his master, or like Hermarchus, who instead needed assistance and even coercion (\(\text{Ep.} 52.3 = \text{Epicurus, fr. 192 Us.}; \text{Metrodorus, fr. 30 ed. Körte 1890}; \text{Hermarchus, fr. 18 ed. Longo Auricchio 1988}\)). This inference is possible, but not necessary. It could still be said that, before becoming wise and attaining the truth, Metrodorus and Hermarchus were foolish. The same principle can be applied to the attack delivered by the Epicurean Diogenianus against Chrysippus’ use of common beliefs for demonstrating that fate exists (*cf.* Eusebius, *PE* VI 8.9-17 = Diogenianus, fr. 2 ed. Gercke 1885; *SVF* III 324, 668, 914). It is true that the former objects to the latter that this method is inconsistent, because it puts trust in the majority of humankind, who the Stoics considered foolish. Nonetheless, Diogenianus does not conclude for this reason that the distinction between wise individuals and fools is false or absurd.
The perspective of Aristotle’s *Poetics* that music imitates moral character and induces souls to an appropriate emotional response is challenged by Philodemus. He attacks, after all, the similar view held by Diogenes of Babylon, according to whom music imitates character and arouses in the hearer the same passions as melodies elicit, for example pity. And while we have no evidence that this criticism was also raised against Aristotle’s *Politics*, the hypothesis is not disproved by any other Epicurean text.

The thesis that actors can aid *catharsis* could be criticized instead by noting that the Epicureans have a different conception of the performers. It is true that the former disagree with Aristotle’s claim that the latter represent a dispensable part of tragedy. Epicureans believe, after all, that a mimetic performance can lack music, as is shown by those mimes which are staged without musical accompaniment, but that it cannot lack actors, due to their psychagogic force. These philosophers would not agree, however, that acting consists in making the audience feel some painful passions, like fear and pity. An interesting evidence is provided by passage 673C4-D7 of book V of Plutarch’s *Table Talks*. The text attributes to the Epicurean Boethus and his friends the belief that, if we feel pleasure by contemplating actors who imitate angry, grieved and fearful characters, it is not because we bring to a mean the passions of anger, grief and fear. On the contrary, we derive delight from the understanding that we are immune from the passions that are being represented on stage. Lucretius relates something similar in book II of the *De rerum natura* (vv. 1-13), where we read that it is this very sense of immunity that makes the Epicurean observer delight in the sight of the anguish of non-Epicureans. There is of course also a difference compared to Boethus. While the latter derives delight from actors that pretend to suffer, Lucretius experiences delight by looking at human beings who are really suffering. The logic of the explanation, however, remains the same.

Unfortunately, Boethus’ conception is not connected to the topic of tragic *catharsis*. Therefore, we should be aware of the fact that its application to the latter theme is speculative and doubtful. The Epicurean might simply wish to distinguish aesthetic or mimetic experiences from ordinary ones, in a way

---

49. On the topic, see also Warren 2013, Verde 2015, p. 210-211. Incidentally, I would like to note that the Epicureans believe that poets do not seek to be coherent and to attribute to their characters a behavior which fully expresses the conduct of real human beings. At least, this was the opinion of Diogenianus (fr. 1 = Eusebius, *PE* VI 8.7, ed. Gercke 1885).
50. Cf. especially verses 4 (sed quibus ipse malis carcas quia cernere suave est), 6 (sine parte perilici), 7-8 (bene quam munita tenere / edita doctrina sapientum templo serena).
reminiscent of Aristotle\textsuperscript{51}. What is more, Boethus reports this doctrine in his reflection on comedy. However, given that both Aristotle and the Epicureans do not question the premise that tragedy is a form of \textit{mimesis}, it is possible to claim that the latter affirm that tragic actors cannot induce pitiful and fearful reactions, because the spectators know that they are getting a taste of passions that they are not actually experiencing themselves.

It is possible to infer from this third objection that music and acting do not aid the cleansing of the passions. They may offer just a natural but non-necessary pleasure. This supposition finds direct confirmation when music or poetry is concerned\textsuperscript{52}. As regards actors, the qualifying of the pleasure that they grant as natural and non-necessary is not explicit. Diogenes of Oenoanda says, however, that theatrical performances are not like the science of nature (fr. 2 III, 4-14), which removes fear/turmoil and brings katastematic pleasure, thereby satisfying a natural/necessary desire for happiness. The contrast might be taken to suggest that the pleasure of attending shows must be included among the natural and non-necessary tendencies\textsuperscript{53}. If so, it follows that actors offer pleasures which vary the pleasurable peace of the soul, but do not add something relevant to our personal well-being.

2.4. «It is pointless to try and reduce fear and pity to a mean»

The three previous objections may be valid, but they do not attack \textit{catharsis} directly. Rather, they concentrate on issues with which the latter is connected (the relationship between misfortune and happiness, the anthropology of the passions, the efficacy of music and actors as a means in tragedy). The fourth objection which I would now like to reconstruct differs from the preceding ones, however, because it attacks \textit{catharsis} at its very core. The Epicureans interpreted the cathartic theory of Aristotle as the power to reduce fear and pity to a virtuous mean. Now, did these philosophers consider this the proper goal of philosophical activity?

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to recall why Aristotle thinks that it is good to reduce fear and pity to a middle state, and what the implications of this are in his view. Both the \textit{Poetics} and book VIII of the

\textsuperscript{51}. This philosopher already noted that things that normally disturb us become pleasurable when they are imitated (\textit{Po.} 1448b4-19). The difference between Aristotle and Boethus concerns the focus of their explanation. Aristotle invokes a cognitive process: imitations of ugly objects (say, corpses) are pleasurable because the audience recognizes the representational significance of these copies (“this thing here is a corpse”: \textit{cf.} Halliwell 2002 p. 181-191). Boethus instead invokes a moral reason: we feel pleasure because we feel a sort of superiority toward the character who is being represented.

Politics do not explain all these points. We need to turn to other texts.

Fear and its relation to the virtue of courage is studied in EN III, 1115a4-1117b22. The important point which interests us here is that according to Aristotle virtuous or courageous conduct consists in the virtuous middle between cowardice (i.e. fleeing in terror in the face of just about everything) and fearlessness (i.e. facing without fear even those things which should be rationally feared). Courage, then, is not coupled with the absence of φόβος. It consists in facing and fearing right things with the right aim, in the right way and at the right time (cf. 1115b10-24, 1116a10-15, 1117a15-20). The most terrible evil which has to be endured with courage is death in battle (1115a28-b6). Wise and courageous individuals will painfully fear their destruction, because they know that, if they will be killed, they will lose all the good things in life that their virtue allows them to recognize and appreciate (1116b19-23, 1117b5-15). In other words, in relation to death courage does not consist in accepting the risk of dying without fear. It means facing dissolution with the inevitable pain of knowing that, if we die, our personal goods will be lost, while also recognizing (this time with fearlessness) that we are performing a morally beautiful act: we die for the higher good of our city or community. It has to be noted, incidentally, that such a conception of courage allows the philosopher to claim that courage is neither accompanied by pleasure, nor a means to this goal, because the courageous individual does indeed act with virtue while suffering (1117a34-b19).

Things get more tricky when it comes to pity. Nowhere does Aristotle describe the relation of this passion to its virtuous mean, which he believed was achievable (cf. indeed EN III, 1106b18-27). The extensive account of pity presented in book II of the Rhetoric (1385b11-1387a5) never mentions virtue and describes instead who should feel ἔλεος, when and how, while also distinguishing it from scorn and envy. So on this topic it is possible only to offer highly speculative hypotheses. I believe that the most promising ones are those that try to take more into account the only other passage where Aristotle explicitly links virtue and pity. I am referring to EN III, 1109b30-35, where the philosopher states that those who wish to study virtue must...

54. Cf. also the similar but slightly different account of EE III, 1229b13-1230a8.
55. On this aspect, see especially Pears 1978, p. 277-282; Deslauriers 2003, p. 188-192. Aristotle’s account of courage has appeared contradictory to some interpreters, or prone to attributing to the courageous individual a sort of conflict between the fearless desire for the beautiful and the painful/fearful recognition that death will destroy all goods (e.g. Pears 1980 p. 186). But see Rogers 1994, p. 306-311, Heil 1996, p. 58-68, and Brady 2005, p. 190-204, for persuasive explanations of why there are not necessarily contradictions and inconsistencies in the Aristotelian scheme.
understand that voluntary actions require praise or blame and that involuntary ones require forgiveness or pity. Although Aristotle does not state it explicitly, I suppose that this conception implies the idea that some actions are virtuously and rightly pitied as involuntary, while others are wrongly pitied. Possible confirmation is to be found in the long passage that follows soon afterward (1110b18-1111a21). Aristotle claims here that the actions which deserve pity and forgiveness are not those performed by people who ignore what must be done or avoided (e.g. who ignore that parricide must be avoided), for this is perversity, nor those actions performed in ignorance of universal principles (e.g. ignoring that parricide is always bad), for these are worthy of blame. Rather, only those actions that ignore the particular (e.g. when I ignore that the man I am taking to be my enemy and killing is, in reality, my father) deserve pity and forgiveness: for only these are involuntary in the proper sense. If that is so, we could suppose that the virtuous middle in pity consists in avoiding both the defect of pitying no one, for example by blaming he who does not recognize his father, and the excess of pitying everyone, as happens when one pities even the evil man who is not aware of how terrible parricide is. Of course, this must remain an hypothesis, due to the absence of direct textual confirmation, which leaves the relationship between pity and virtue obscure.

Bearing all this in mind, let us return to catharsis. If we follow the ethical interpretation, we could say that the fearful and pitiable representations of a tragic character, who passes ἐξ εὐτυχίας εἰς δυστυχίαν for an error, cause a cathartic process and lead to virtue, because they lead us to feel a virtuous fear and pity. Let us consider what is arguably the piece that best describes the typical Aristotelian plot: Sophocles' Oedipus King. The spectators witness that, in one day, Oedipus discovers that in the past he killed his father involuntarily (e.g. having failed to recognize him), and suddenly loses his reign, his mother (whom he has involuntarily taken as his bride), his sight and all the goods that he has been enjoying. Now, according to Aristotle, by interpreting the play ethically, those who have a distorted/corrupt perception of pity will sympathize with the tragic character and will be brought to a middle state. Indeed, those who are in defect of ἔλεος will avoid blaming Oedipus, because his misfortune was caused by involuntary parricide, while those who suffer an excess of it and are prone to forgive everyone will find

57. This was already recognized by Nussbaum 1992 p. 136. The two dispositions may differ for the following reason: pity is the outcome of a mistake, namely something involuntary which could have been avoided; forgiveness (συγγνώμη) seems instead to concern involuntary actions which arise from causes which are not under the control of our nature (EE II, 1224b19-22; EN III, 1136a1-10 and VII 1145b27-1146a9). On the different emotional responses toward the misfortunes of others, see now Ben-Ze’ev 2003.

In Search of an Epicurean Catharsis

a better equilibrium. Oedipus could have avoided killing his father at the crossroads, so he is not entirely to be pitied: he is still guilty of homicide. Conversely, the same happens in relation to fear. Oedipus' fate cleanses the audience because, on the one hand, it challenges the confidence of those who think that they are indestructible and therefore dread nothing, since the character is a little superior yet still similar to them while, on the other hand, it may induce the more cowardly spectators to take courage. After all, the protagonist of Sophocles' play does not cowardly avoid his misfortune, which in Aristotle's view would be a vice induced by fear of pain (EN III, 1116a10-15). Oedipus goes voluntarily into exile and endures his ill fate: that is the morally beautiful act that he can still practice after the disaster. In short, we could suppose that catharsis purifies: 1) fear by letting the audience become fearfully aware of the fragility of human goodness and acquire the courage to struggle for moral beauty even in misfortune; 2) pity by inducing the audience not to blame those who are not entirely responsible for their errors and not to fully forgive those who are guilty of something that they could correct/avoid.

Providing that this more detailed presentation of Aristotle's theory of tragedy is sound, we could take one final step to show that the Epicureans would have considered it pointless to try and reduce these two passions to a mean. Firstly, they would have objected that fear must not be tempered, but completely removed from the soul: after all, ἀταραξία is conceived as the total removal of turmoil (Epicurus, Ep.Men. 128). My point could be demonstrated by contrasting Torquatus' description of courage (ap. Cicero, Fin. I, 15.49) with Aristotle's one. The Epicurean does not think that fear must be moderately present in the courageous individual. On the contrary, courage is identified with the absence of worry, of dread and – as far as this is possible – of any source of sufferance. Unlike Aristotle's courageous individual, then, Epicurus' wise man or woman despises death and does not fear it as the most terrible of all evils or as a threat to our happiness. He or she tries to remove pain in all its forms, and not to masochistically endure it. Finally, he or she will choose to relinquish his or her life with serenity, if the sources of disturbances are no longer endurable. With this description, Torquatus challenges Aristotle's interpretation of courage as a virtue which – as we have seen in EN III, 1117a34-b19 – does not have pleasure as its proper

59. Cf. Sherman 1992, p. 189: «Oedipus acts out of an ignorance that is stultifying. There is little he contributed to bring it on, and little he could have done at crucial moments to come to an earlier recognition». For the argument that this would have been the belief of Aristotle and Peripatetics like Alexander of Aphrodisias, see Pack 1937, p. 434-436; Cooper 1956, p. 82-83; Else 1986, p. 150-151.

60. On this much debated topic, see at the very least Warren 2004 p. 17-56, 109-160; Tsouna 2007, p. 239-311; Alberti 2008, p. 188-190; Mitsis 2014, p. 23-49;.
goal. Peripatetic ἀνδρεία is not true ἀνδρεία, for it does not offer the ἡδονή that all virtuous behavior must provide (Epicurus, Ep.Men. 132). It follows that showing Oedipus’ fate is not cathartic, if Epicurean catharsis entails the removal of all fear, or at least all those forms of negative and irrational fears that do not lead to some indirect benefits. This tragic character would have been courageous if he had either tried to find pleasure after his fall, for example by remembering with gratitude the past goods he had enjoyed in his previous life, or by committing rational suicide, if the circumstances ruled out even the experience of the past pleasures stored within his mind.

Secondly, the Epicureans might have been less inclined to attribute all this importance to pity and, therefore, to the aim of reaching a cathartic mean. As in Aristotle’s case, however, caution is needed due to the lack of any evidence of a link between this passion and virtue. What can be said with certainty is that pity is rightfully shown toward those who are suffering or facing misfortune. This list includes slaves, old men who did not experience anything good in their lives, wretched individuals, those who lack heirs or have been slandered, those who are ill and, as Lucretius says in 5.1017-1025, the weak. The Epicurean poet actually adds here that in the lives of primitive human beings pity represented an important boost for friendship and the civilizing process. The “weak” that are pitied in Lucretius’ passage are babies, whom adults have sought to protect by making a pact with other people not to suffer or commit any act of injustice – in other words, by establishing justice and, more generally, the virtue of philanthropy that in turn fosters friendship. If that is so, we could also add that pity contributes to the

61. Cf. above section 1, p. 120 ff. The anonymous referee of the first draft of this essay proposed that the Epicureans might have recognized the positive role of forms of fear that guide us to self-preservation. Such are those that induce us to avoid any harmful or deadly object. He/She may be right, because Diogenes of Oenoanda (fr. 35, ed. Smith 1993) does hint at a distinction between clear forms of fear (e.g. seeing a fire or ferocious beast) and unclear ones, experienced by our mind when it is out of control (e.g. fears triggered by irrational beliefs on death and the divine). In any case, it is hardly true – at least for an Epicurean – that the terrifying visions of the tragic stage lead to self-preservation.


63. Diogenes Laertius, X 118; Philodemus, Mort. 4, coll. 12.31-35, 24.10-17, 32.24-28; Lucretius, 6.1239-1234.

pleasurable life, since friendship is one of the most important elements for happiness and tranquillity\(^{65}\). Those who must not be pitied instead include the dead and wise human beings: namely, the “strong” and not the “weak” ones. For the former do not exist anymore, and hence are not subject to any misfortunes that could be pitied, while the latter can endure all the kind of harm that usually elicits pity\(^{66}\). Moreover, even when they die young (like the Epicurean Pythocles), wise men should be admired, for in their short life they appreciated the pure pleasures promised by Epicurus\(^{67}\).

Now, all these pieces of evidence and arguments show that the Epicureans probably rejected Aristotle’s *catharsis* also for the following reason. If Oedipus or any other tragic character is similar yet superior to us in wisdom and virtue, why should he be pitied? If he is truly virtuous and wise, he could not be damaged by twist of fate and should not be pitied. By contrast, if the character did not possess perfect virtue and wisdom, the Epicureans would share his suffering and pity him, as well as try to help him, just as in the case of Lucretius’ babies. However, they would not derive any moral betterment from this experience: for their strength only allows them to help the weaker members of their species. Hence, one of the most important elements for the *catharsis* of tragedy would appear to be missing. Even though Epicurus and his followers seem to consider pity an emotion that must not be removed completely, for it contributes to the pleasurable life by boosting friendship, it also seems to be an emotion that does not fit completely with virtue and wisdom. Therefore, it is not proper to induce this passion in order to improve people’s moral character, for real wise characters deserve no pity and the contemplation of their fall is of no help for gaining happiness.

### 2.5. Conclusions

If the preceding considerations have any value, I believe that it can reasonably be concluded that the Epicureans rejected the sort of poetic *catharsis* described by Aristotle. Tragedy does not purify the passions that preclude a pleasurable life. Indeed, the misfortunes of tragic characters cannot provide any moral instructions, but rather show (falsely) that bad fortune influences our happiness, that the emotions which Aristotle considers harmful can be removed by rational teachings alone, that music and actors do not help the audience identify with what happens in a scene, and that fear and pity do not lead to virtue even if they are really reduced to a mean.

---

\(^{65}\) See at least Arrighetti 1978.

\(^{66}\) For a demonstration of this point, see Bignone 1973 vol. 1, p. 515-518.

Such a conclusion allows us to infer that in all likelihood tragedy was not a genre cultivated by most Epicureans. There is no *solida utilitas* in this genre. And although it is true that we have evidence that at least the Epicurean Lucius Varius Rufus wrote some tragedies, no fragments from his writings allow us to suppose that his creations tried to morally improve the audience. Our evidence actually makes it more probable that he shared the view of Boethus and his friends, namely that actors with the tragic *mimesis* of a suffering individual provide an interesting falsehood, the only purpose of which is to offer spectators a harmless *divertissement*.

3. Lucretius’ poetic honey: an Epicurean cathartic poetry?

So far, the evidence that we have examined shows that *catharsis* was not linked to poetry in Greek Epicureanism and that in any case the Peripatetic theory of tragedy cannot account for the kind of poetic cleansing that I am searching for. There is, however, another path that remains open: poetic *catharsis* might have been allowed by the Roman Epicurean Lucretius. This author famously compared his poetry to the sweet and pleasurable honey of the Muses that induces the addressee – compared to a child scared by darkness – to imbibe the bitter wormwood of Epicurean philosophy or *ratio* (1.935-950). Such an image could be a way of referring to poetic *catharsis*. One could recall, for example, Olympiodorus’ commentary on Plato’s *First Alcibiades*, where the image of honey and wormwood is a metaphor for the *κάθαρσις* provided by Socrates’ reasoning. Moreover, Lucretius’ verses might also be considered a positive reinterpretation of the *puerilis delectatio* of poetry that Torquatus *(ap. Cicero, Fin. I 21.71)* condemned as unworthy of a philosopher like Epicurus. This childish pleasure that acts as a proper means to gain philosophical understanding would indeed appear useful for those who are not wise.

This point could be confirmed by the following arguments. Since Lucretius presents Epicurus’ teaching as cathartic (cf. 5.18-21, 5.43-51, 6.24-34), and since he claims to be following in the footsteps of his Greek master (cf. e.g. 5.55: *cuius ego ingressus vestigia*), then his poetic verses must also be cathartic, owing to the fact that they reflect Epicurean philosophical doctrines. The *catharsis* of poetry is derived from the *catharsis* of philosophy.

Having established this, the following question remains to be answered: what kind of cathartic process is brought about by Lucretius’ poetry? Though

69. Cf. I, p. 6.1-7; IV, p. 30.1-4; IX, p. 86.27-87.4. Note that Olympiodorus also qualifies Aristotle’s *catharsis* as a way to purify opposites via opposites, specifically spirited emotions via appetites, and *vice versa* (cf. I, p. 6.9-11; VI, p. 54.15-55.1; these passages are absent from the collections of Gigon 1987). This is a really strange claim, which – to my knowledge – finds no parallel in extent Peripatetic writings. For more details, see Sorabji 2000, p. 297-299.
the relationship between the Lucretian verses and Epicurean philosophy or ratio is a long-debated and difficult topic
I believe that for my specific problem the following answer can be suggested. The fact that poetry may become cathartic by participation in Epicurean teachings implies that the only cathartic poetry is didactic poetry. In other words, the more poems aid philosophical teachings and arguments, the more cathartic they are. Poetry is cathartic when it assists philosophy.

This restriction rejects a priori forms of poetry that – as in the case of Aristotle’s tragedy – involve emotion and imagination more than reason. Nevertheless, it does not imply that only this kind of aesthetic activity is allowed by the Epicureans. Otherwise, a serious contradiction would arise with what in all likelihood was the orthodox Epicurean attitude toward poetry, as expressed in particularly by Philodemus, namely formalism: the appreciation of poetic expression for its form and of poets for their technique, rather than for the contents that they express. The tension between this approach and the Lucretian praise of didactic poetry as something possibly cathartic can be avoided with the following supposition. Lucretius might have actually believed that his verses were cathartic not for their contents – deriving from Epicurus’ philosophy – but precisely for their form. Asmis has indeed shown, for example, that Lucretian poetry struggles for clarity of expression, while Armstrong has drawn attention to the fact that it seeks to consciously and skillfully position each letter / word, which is also one of the reasons for the impossibility of metathesis. In other words, the qualification of didactic poetry as cathartic does not contradict formalism, because Lucretius focuses on the creation of the best possible poetic form and, in doing so, expresses the philosophical contents of Epicurus’ teaching.

A final objection that must be addressed is that Lucretius cannot conceive his didactic poetry as completely devoid of emotional impact. Some scholars had argued that he even resorts to tragic emotions like pity and fear in certain


71. I am not saying here that Peripatetic catharsis is not rational, didactic or philosophical. This assertion would be contradicted by Aristotle’s claims that mimesis (including tragic mimesis) is a kind of apprehension and that poetry is more philosophical than history (Po. 1448b4-20, 1451b5-7). What I am arguing is that Peripatetic catharsis requires emotions as its essential means. This is not the case with strictly didactic poetry, which can exploit emotional responses but is not bound to do so.


73. Asmis 1995a, p. 34.

passages of his *De rerum natura*. This happens, e.g. when the poet describes the fearful and pitiful tales of the sacrifice of Iphigenia / the offspring of the sheep (1.62-101, 2.352-366), or the lamentations of people who are about to die (3.894-930), or the Athenian plague (6.1138-1286)\(^75\). This is true, but one must keep in mind that these passages may be interpreted as part of a poetical strategy that aims to show that Epicurean teachings will vanquish all the causes that make this fear and this pity possible, such as superstition. To state it differently, the fear and pity that arise from the telling of tales like the sacrifice of Iphigenia are not the final means to *catharsis*, just as in the Peripatetic tradition. They are just starting points for a poetic therapy. They are intense stories that prepare the audience to embrace the bitter medicine of Epicurus’ teachings.

Nothing more can be said on the topic of Epicurean *catharsis* without embarking on wild speculation. The texts tell us nothing more and the historian of ancient philosophy is not allowed to go any further. If the hypotheses developed here are plausible, however, I think that they are enough to confirm the general interpretation of Epicureanism (mentioned at the beginning of the essay) as a philosophical movement that despires only those poems, poets and scholars of poetry (including Aristotle) that hinder rather than aid the achievement of the goal of pleasure. In this sense, poetic *catharsis* might be allowed by an Epicurean when it excludes excessive emotional involvement and boosts the efficiency of the cleansing power of reason.

---

\(^75\). See especially Else 1930, p. 163-167; Beer 2009 p. 485-491, p. 497. I agree with Stevens 1941, p. 427-428, that Lucretius’ description of the wise man who views other people’s misfortunes with *iucunda voluptas* (2.1-4) does not instead describe the pleasure of pity. For the difference between this feeling and ἔλεος, see Ben-Ze’ev 2003, p. 115-118.
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